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Abstract

We propose DyGED, which learns correlations

between the graph macro dynamics (i.e., a

sequence of graph-level representations) and

labeled events. Our approach combines

structural and temporal self-attention to

account for application-specific node and time

importances effectively.

Contributions

• First study comparing micro and macro

architectures for event detection.

• Structural and temporal self-attention

enables the effective learning of node and

time dependent weights.

• Comparison against several baselines

using three datasets, outperforming them

by up to 8.5% while being scalable.
Figure: (a) Event detection on dynamic graphs based on a
deep learning architecture. (b) At the micro scale, the
dynamics is captured at the node-level. (c) At the macro
scale, the dynamics is captured at the graph level.
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Code: https://github.com/mertkosan/DyGED

Figure: Scaled prediction by event detection methods for Hedge
Fund. Events are marked as vertical (red) lines. DyGED identifies
several of the events while keeping the false positive rate lower.

Figure: Illustration of the normalized attention weights of current
(0th) and previous three snapshots for all datasets. Results show
the history plays a role in predicting the event.

External Events

Self-attention mechanism [3]

NYC Cab Hedge Fund Twitter

Figure: Top 10 taxi zones (in red) based on various metrics for NYC
Cab dataset. DyGED Attention mechanism finds closer taxi zones
to the stadiums compared to some node statistics.
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